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bstract

A homogeneous kinetic model was developed for describing the synthesis, hydrolysis and spontaneous decomposition of peracetic acid (PAA) in
he liquid phase under an acid condition. It was found that the chelant (diethylenetriaminepenta acetic acid, DTPA) was not so effective for reduction
f PAA decomposition in a strong acid solution as it in a neutral or alkaline aqueous solution. The expressions for calculating the rate constants of
AA synthesis and hydrolysis obtained in our previous work were still appropriate at a high temperature. The spontaneous decomposition of PAA
nder an acid condition was an observed second-order reaction with respect to PAA concentration. The observed rate constant was a relatively

omplicated function of temperature and H+ concentration. Addition of sulfuric acid could significantly decrease the PAA decomposition. The
eaction mechanism was investigated. It was proved that the rate-determining step for the spontaneous decomposition of PAA was the reaction
etween PAA molecule and a proton-activated carbonyl intermediary. The application of the kinetic model was further discussed.

2008 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Peracetic acid (PAA) is the mono-acetyl derivative of hydro-
en peroxide. It is a strong oxidant with a reduction potential
f 1.06 V, which is similar to that of traditional bleaching agent,
hlorine dioxide [1]. It has been applied in disinfection [2,3],
leaching of textiles and pulps [4–7], epoxidation of olefins
8,9] and so on. PAA is usually prepared by mixing acetic acid
AA) and hydrogen peroxide (HP) with sulfuric acid (SA) as a
atalyst [10]. This reaction is reversible, which proceeds to an
quilibrium mixture of reactants and products, as shown in Eq.
1).
H3COOH + H2O2
H+←→CH3COOOH + H2O (1)
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; Reaction mechanism

We investigated the kinetics for PAA synthesis and hydroly-
is in our previous work and found that both of the forward and
everse reactions were first-order with respect to PAA concen-
ration and H+ concentration at a temperature below 323 K [11].
owever, the spontaneous decomposition of PAA at a higher

emperature will become too significant to be negligible. It has
een reported [12–14] that PAA in solution may be consumed
n the following three reactions:

. The hydrolysis:

CH3COOOH + H2O → CH3COOH + H2O2 (2)

. The spontaneous decomposition:

2CH3COOOH → 2CH3COOH + O2 (3)
. The transition metal ions catalyzed decomposition:

CH3COOOH
Mn+
−→ CH3COOH + O2

+ other products (4)

mailto:zhaoxb04@mails.tsinghua.edu.cn
mailto:dhliu@tsinghua.edu.cn
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.molcata.2008.01.003
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Nomenclature

a activity
A, B, C and D components names, denoting acetic acid,

hydrogen peroxide, peracetic acid and water,
respectively

AA acetic acid
CX0 initial concentrations of species X (mol L−1)
CX concentration of species X (mol L−1)
CXe equilibrium concentration of species X (mol L−1)
�rG

0
m standard Gibbs energy change of molar reaction

(kJ mol−1)
�f G0

m standard molar formation Gibbs energy
(kJ mol−1)

HP hydrogen peroxide
I ionic strength
k1 intrinsic rate constant of peracetic acid synthesis

(L mol−2 h−2)
k2 intrinsic rate constant of peracetic acid hydrolysis

(L mol−2 h−2)
k1obs observed rate constant of peracetic acid synthesis

(L mol−1 h−1)
k2obs observed rate constant of peracetic acid hydroly-

sis (L mol−1 h−1)
k3obs observed rate constant of spontaneous decompo-

sition of peracetic acid (L mol−1 h−1)
K thermodynamic equilibrium constant
Ka,AcH thermodynamic dissociation constant of acetic

acid
KC concentration equilibrium constant
KC,AcH concentration dissociation constant of acetic acid
PAA peracetic acid
SA sulfuric acid
T temperature (K)

Greek symbols
γ activity coefficient
δ difference of calculated datum and experimental

datum (%)

Subscripts
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0 initial state
e equilibrium state
Koubek studied the spontaneous decomposition of PAA in
pH range of 5.9–10.2. He found that the dependence of the

inetics on the total PAA concentration is second-order. The
eaction rate at 25 ◦C reached a maximum at pH 8.2, which was

P
i
k
s

Scheme 1. The mechanism of spontaneous decomp
lysis A: Chemical 284 (2008) 58–68 59

qual to the pKa of PAA [15]. Koubek proposed a kinetic model
or spontaneous decomposition of PAA as follows:

pH ≤ 7.5
−d[CH3CO3H]t

dt
= kobs[CH3CO3H]2

t

= ka[CH3CO3H]2
t

[H+]

(5)

pH ≥ 9.0
−d[CH3CO3H]t

dt
= kobs[CH3CO3H]2

t

= ka[H+][CH3CO3H]2
t

(6)

It can be known from Eq. (5) that increasing H+ concentra-
ion will result in decrease of PAA decomposition. However, the
inetic model did not mention the hydrolysis of PAA. Actually,
e have found that in the preparation of PAA, the hydrolysis of

AA was much more important than its spontaneous decompo-
ition at a low temperature. Yuan et al. [14] improved the kinetic
quations with consideration of PAA hydrolysis, as shown in the
ollowing expression:

−d[CH3CO3H]t
dt

= 9.21× 1013 exp

(−11338.71

T

)
2[H+]/Ka[CH3CO3H]2

t

(1+ [H+]/Ka)2

+{2.32× 108 exp

(−7488.68

T

)
Ka

Ka + [H+]
+ 1.19× 109

× exp

(−5903.40

T

)
[H+]

Ka + [H+]
}[OH−][CH3CO3H]t (7

Nevertheless, these models could not accurately predict our
xperimental data obtained in the preparation of PAA at a tem-
erature above 323 K. We found that the model-calculated data
ere much smaller than the corresponding experimental data.

t may be because that the reaction under a strong acid condi-
ion follows a different reaction mechanism, which results in a
ifferent kinetic behavior of PAA decomposition. According to
oubek [12] and Yuan et al. [13], the spontaneous decomposi-

ion of PAA in the pH range of 5.5–10.2 follows a mechanism
s shown in Scheme 1.

However, in the preparation of PAA, the H+ concentration
n the system is usually more than 0.1 mol L−1. It indicates that

AA is present as molecular form and no peraetic anion is found
n the reaction solution. Therefore, the above mechanism and
inetic models are not appropriate any more for our reaction
ystem. The objective of this article is thus to investigate the

osition of PAA in the pH range of 5.5–10.2.
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Fig. 1. Effect of DTPA on PAA and HP concentration at 333 K (the solution
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inetics for the spontaneous decomposition of PAA in the liquid
hase and discuss the reaction mechanism, which can serve as a
tep for further optimization of PAA preparation and some other
elated studies.

. Experimental

.1. Materials and experiment

All the chemicals used in the experiments, including
nhydrous acetic acid, 30% hydrogen peroxide, potassium per-
anganate, potassium iodide, sodium thiosulfate, sulfuric acid

nd so on, were analytically pure and purchased locally. The con-
ents of Fe3+ and Cu2+ in the reaction system were less than 0.5
nd 0.2 ppm, respectively. Other metal ion contents were below
he detection limit of the atomic absorption spectroscopic anal-
sis method. Deionized water was used in all the experiments.

In the preparation of PAA, 30.0 mL AA and certain amount
f 98% SA were put in each 50 mL clean ground-glass stoppered
ask until SA concentrations in the system were 0.00, 0.0125,
.0626, 0.1250 and 0.3125 mol L−1, respectively. Then 15.0 mL
P solution was added to each flask and mixed homogeneously.
he system was kept at a constant temperature in a water bath.
amples were taken and quickly analyzed at a certain reaction

ime. No chelant was used in the experiment, because our pre-
xperiment indicated that the chelant gave no contribution to
ecrease the decomposition of PAA in our system (see Fig. 1 in
art 3.1).

.2. Analytical method

The concentrations of PAA and HP were determined in
ccordance with the Chinese Standard GB/T 19108-2003. The
rinciple could be summarized as that HP was first titrated with
otassium permanganate and then PAA was determined iodo-
etrically. Each of the experimental data was the average result

f at least duplicate tests.
The kinetic constants were fitted according to the experi-

ental data by a simplex optimization method using Matlab 6.5
oftware to minimize the objective function (fobjective), which
as the quadratic sum of the difference between calculated data

f(xi)) and experimental data (yi), as shown in the following
xpression:

objective =
∑n

i=1
δ2
i =

∑n

i=1
[f (xi)− yi]

2 (8)

The four-order Runge–Kutta method was used for the numer-
cal solution of differential equations.

. Results and discussion

.1. Effect of diethylenetriaminepenta acetic acid (DTPA)
n decomposition of PAA
Chelating agents are often added to hinder reactions between
eroxide and metal ions. DTPA is one of the most effective
helant for reducing the free metal ions in the liquid. However, 2
as non-equilibrium mixture of PAA, AA, HP and water; (�) PAA, 0.5 g L−1

TPA; (�) PAA, no DTPA; (�) HP, 0.5 g L−1 DTPA; (�) HP, no DTPA; (�)
AA + HP, 0.5 g L−1 DTPA; (©) PAA + HP, no DTPA).

ur experimental data (see Fig. 1) indicated that the consumption
f PAA was not found decreased by addition of DTPA. Oppo-
itely, it can be observed that DTPA could somewhat lead to an
ncrease of PAA hydrolysis to form HP, but the concentration
f total peroxides (PAA + HP) were not different. According to
uan et al. [13,16], DTPA had a positive effect on reduction of
AA decomposition in the pH range of 5.5–7.5. It seemed that
TPA was not so effective in such a strong acid solution as it

n a neutral or alkaline solution. It was probably because that
arge amount of AA could play as a chelant in our reaction sys-
em. On the other hand, DTPA also could be oxidized by PAA
16] which could lead to an additional consumption of PAA
nd make the reaction system more complicated. Therefore, no
helant was used in our kinetic study, and the metal ion-catalyzed
ecomposition of PAA and HP could be negligible.

.2. Development of kinetic model

The thermal decomposition of HP in the liquid phase is not
asily reached because the energy for break of O O bond is
elatively high (∼51 kcal mol−1) and homolysis of HP cannot
appen unless it is heated above a critical temperature of 120 ◦C
17]. Therefore, the decomposition of HP in our system can be
egligible. Actually, our experimental data also demonstrated
hat no obvious decomposition of HP was observed at 358 K, as
hown in Fig. 2. It also indicated that the metal ion-catalyzed
ecomposition of HP could be negligible.

On the other hand, the homolysis of PAA can lead to a
ormation of radical species that can further induce PAA decom-
osition, but the activation energy of this decomposition is high
nd not readily reached in aqueous solutions [17]. Therefore,
he reactions in the system mainly consist of the following
ypes:

H3COOH(A) + H2O2(B)
H2SO4,k1obs�

k2obs
CH3COOOH(C)
+ H2O(D) (9)

CH3COOOH
k3obs−→2CH3COOH + O2 (10)
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According to Eq. (20), the value of Ka at 353 K is 9.44× 10−5,
which indicates that only about 0.2% of AA dissociates to
CH3COO− and H+ in the system when SA is absent. On the
Fig. 2. HP concentrations without DTPA in the solution at 358 K.

here k1obs, k2obs and k3obs are corresponding observed rate
onstants. An observed homogenous kinetic model thus can be
eveloped as follows:

dCB

dt
= k2obsCCCD − k1obsCACB (11)

dCC

dt
= k1obsCACB − k2obsCCCD − k3obsC

2
C (12)

According to mass balance, the concentration of AA
nd water can be expressed as: CA = CA0 + CC0−CC,
D = CD0 + CB0−CB, where CX0 is the initial concentration of

pecies X. The kinetic model thus can be written as:

dCB

dt
= k2obsCC(CD0 + CB0 − CB)

−k1obs(CA0 + CC0 − CC)CB (13)

dCC

dt
= k1obs(CA0 + CC0 − CC)CB

−k2obsCC(CD0 + CB0 − CB)− k3obsC
2
C (14)

According to our previous work, k1obs and k2obs had a lin-
ar relation with H+ concentration ([H+]) as k1obs = k1[H+] and
2obs = k2[H+], respectively, where k1 and k2 are intrinsic rate
onstants for the forward and reverse reactions [11]. We pre-
ume that k3obs also is a function of [H+] and temperature (T)

hat can be written as k3obs = f([H+], T). Determination of the
xact expression is also one of the objectives of this work.

KC,AcH ≈ exp(−
exp

{
−2.342

[√
[(CA0 + CC0 − CC)α+ 3C

− 0.30[(CA0 + CC0 − CC)α+ 3CSO2−
4

]

]

In the system, H+ mainly comes from two parts, dissociation
f SA and AA:

H+] = [H+]AcH + [H+]H2SO4 (15)

o
a
a
o

lysis A: Chemical 284 (2008) 58–68 61

The dissociation of AA is controlled by the equilibrium:

H3COOH ↔ CH3COO− +H+ (16)

The thermodynamic dissociation constant (Ka,AcH) and con-
entration dissociation constant (KC,AcH) of AA can be related
y the following expression:

a,AcH =
aCH3COO−aH+

aCH3COOH
= γCH3COO−γH+

γCH3COOH
KC,AcH (17)

here a and γ are activity and activity coefficient, respectively,
ith their relation of a = γC. The activity coefficient γ can be

alculated by Davies’ formula:

n γ = −1.171|z+z−|
[ √{I}

1+√{I} − 0.30{I}
]

(18)

here {I} denotes the value of ionic strength I. In our mod-
ls, I was calculated approximately from molar concentration of
pecies and degree of dissociation of AA (α):

= 1
2 (bH+ + bCH3COO− + 4bSO2−

4
)

= 1
2 (2bCH3COO− + 6bSO2−

4
)

= bCH3COO− + 3bSO2−
4
≈ CAα+ 3CSO2−

4
(19)

Ka,AcH cannot be considered as a constant at high tempera-
ures. It can be estimated from the following equation related by
tandard dissociation free energy of AA (�G0) with its value of
7.2 kJ [18].

n Ka = −�G0

RT
(20)

Finally an expression for estimation of H+ concentration was
btained as:

[H+]

=
2CSO2− +

√
(2CSO2− )2 + 4(CA0 + CC0 − CC)KC,AcH

2
(21)

nd

.59/T )

]/(1+
√

[(CA0 + CC0 − CC)α+ 3CSO2−
4

])
(22)
ther hand, the dissociation of AA can be hindered by strong
cid. Therefore, AA exits nearly as molecule form in the system,
nd H+ can be thought only being from complete dissociation
f SA.
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ig. 3. Experimental and calculated concentrations of PAA at several tempera
c) T = 348 K; (d) T = 358 K; (e) T = 368 K. ((�) 0.00 mol L−1 H2SO4; (�) 0.01
.3125 mol L−1 H2SO4; (�) calculated values).

.3. Determination of kinetic constants

The experimental and model-calculated time profiles of PAA
nd HP concentration are shown in Figs. 3 and 4. The PAA
oncentration increased first and declined after a maximum,
hich was different from the time profiles at a temperature
elow 323 K. The HP concentration decreased steadily when
emperature was above 338 K. It also can be seen that increas-

ng temperature or decreasing charge of SA led to a more
istinct decline of PAA and HP concentration. The figures
howed that the model could well predict the trends of PAA
nd HP concentration. Tables 1–3 show the observed rate con-

i
l
t
i

with different charge of sulfuric acid as catalyst: (a) T = 328 K; (b) T = 338 K;
ol L−1 H2SO4; (�) 0.0626 mol L−1 H2SO4; (©) 0.1250 mol L−1 H2SO4; (�)

tants determined by experimental data. It is clear that all
he observed rate constants were increased with temperature
t a fixed SA concentration. k1obs and k2obs were increased
ith SA concentration at a fixed temperature, but k3obs was
ppositely decreased when the charge of SA was increased. It
howed that addition of SA could reduce the decomposition of
AA.

The plots of k1obs versus [H+] and k2obs versus [H+] shown

n Fig. 5(a and b) indicated that both of k1obs and k2obs had
inear relations with [H+] at a temperature below 358 K, but
he lines bended upward when temperature was over 358 K. It
ndicated that a high temperature led to a deviation of linear
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Fig. 4. Experimental and calculated concentrations of HP at several temperatures with different charge of sulfuric acid as catalyst: (a) T = 328 K; (b) T = 338 K;
(c) T = 348 K; (d) T = 358 K; (e) T = 368 K. ((�) 0.00 mol L−1 H2SO4; (�) 0.0125 mol L−1 H2SO4; (�) 0.0626 mol L−1 H2SO4; (©) 0.1250 mol L−1 H2SO4; (�)
0.3125 mol L−1 H2SO4; (—) calculated values).

Table 1
Values of k1obs (L mol−1 h−1) at different temperatures and different concentration of H2SO4

H2SO4 concentration (mol L−1) T (K)

328 338 348 358 368

0 0.006322 0.006682 0.018966 0.035737 0.044704
0.0125 0.016883 0.017468 0.058602 0.109085 0.154649
0.0626 0.072538 0.072238 0.161988 0.371775 0.529013
0.1250 0.122800 0.162225 0.338150 0.831900 1.531500
0.3125 0.380125 0.507938 1.111375 2.614625 4.801813
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Table 2
Values of k2obs (L mol−1 h−1) at different temperatures and different concentration of H2SO4

H2SO4 concentration (mol L−1) T (K)

328 338 348 358 368

0 0.002837 0.002629 0.008159 0.014760 0.011493
0.0125 0.007555 0.008141 0.030626 0.070635 0.086345
0.0626 0.029088 0.036513 0.088675 0.246475 0.362900
0.1250 0.046975 0.080250 0.176900 0.481825 0.950600
0.3125 0.130125 0.231625 0.543438 1.447063 2.750750

Table 3
Values of k3obs (L mol−1 h−1) at different temperatures and different concentration of H2SO4

H2SO4 concentration (mol L−1) T (K)

328 338 348 358 368

0 0.0057 0.0446 0.1968 0.3049 0.5093
0.0125 0.0033 0.0469 0.1063 0.3131 0.2488
0 .0181
0 .0110
0 .0096

r
b
t
P
c

k

F
(

.0626 0.0017 0

.1250 0.0012 0

.3125 0.0006 0

elation between k1obs or k2obs and [H+], which was probably
+
ecause that high temperature enhanced the actual H concen-

ration in the liquid phase due to the evaporation of water and
AA. Therefore, the experimentally determined observed rate
onstants were increased. We have obtained the expressions for

k

ig. 5. Plots of observed rate constants versus [H+]; (a) k1obs versus [H+]; (b) k2obs ve
�) 368 K).
0.0383 0.1283 0.1648
0.0329 0.0754 0.0957
0.0269 0.0530 0.0586

1obs or k2obs in the temperature range of 293–323 K as:
1obs = k1[H+] = [H+]× 6.83× 108 × exp

(
−57846.15

RT

)

(23)

rsus [H+]; (c) k3obs versus [H+] ((�) 328 K; (�) 338 K; (�) 348 K; (�) 358 K;
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Scheme 2. Proposed reaction mechanism—step 1: protonation of oxygen atoms
in PAA molecule.
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by a nucleophilic agent to form an active intermediary. After a
protonation, the negative charge on the oxygen atoms is reduced
[23], as shown in Scheme 3(b). Therefore, F or J is not likely to
ig. 6. Comparison of the experimentally determined data with the calculated
ata; (�) for k1; (�) for k2; (—) calculated data.

2obs = k2[H+] = [H+]× 6.73× 108 × exp

(
−60407.78

RT

)

(24)

here k1 and k2 are intrinsic rate constants for forward and
everse reactions, respectively [11]. We further compared the
xperimentally determined values for k1 or k2 with the calculated
nes (Fig. 6). It can be seen that the models could well predict
he experimental data except for some experimental points at a
igh temperature. Therefore, these expressions can be used for
stimation of k1obs or k2obs at a temperature below 358 K with
ood accuracy.

Non-linear relation was observed between k3obs and [H+],
s shown in Fig. 5(c). It demonstrated that the spontaneous
ecomposition of PAA was not an acid-catalyzed process
eemingly. The details will be discussed in next part of this
ork.

.4. Reaction mechanism of spontaneous decomposition of
AA

.4.1. Reaction steps
Koubek [12] and Yuan et al. [13] proposed the reaction

echanism for spontaneous decomposition of PAA in the pH
ange of 5.9–10.2 as shown in Scheme 1 (see part 1). They
laimed that peraetic anion played as a nucleophile and the
lectrophilic site was carbonyl carbon rather than peroxidic
xygen. Some other studies of the spontaneous decomposi-
ion of various peracids showed that the rate of disappearance
f the total peracid (RCOOH) was first-order with respect to
he concentration of peracid anion (ROO−), and the decom-
osition rate reached its maximum when pH was equal to
he pKa of the peracid [19–22]. Therefore, peracid anion is
n important species inducing the spontaneous decomposition
f peracids under a neutral or alkaline condition. However,
his scheme was not appropriate for our system. On the other

and, few published papers refer the reaction mechanism of
AA spontaneous decomposition in an acid system. The aim
f this part is to make a discussion on the reaction mecha-
ism. S
cheme 3. Distribution of charges in PAA molecule (a) and protonated PAA
olecule (b).

From Fig. 5(c) we can see that SA had a positive effect on
eduction of PAA decomposition, which indicated that H+ took
art in the reaction. However, the non-linear decrease of k3obs
emonstrated that the process was not a simple acid-catalyzed
rocess. We suppose that the reaction mainly consists of three
teps: protonation of the oxygen atom, formation of intermediary
nd formation of the final products.

The first step is the protonation of the oxygen atom in PAA
olecule. There are three oxygen atoms in PAA molecule and

ach of them has certain negative charge. Therefore, three iso-
ers (denoted as F1/F2, G and I, respectively) can be formed

y protonation of corresponding oxygen atom, as shown in
cheme 2.

Thereinto, “E” denotes the PAA molecule and K2 to K4 denote
orresponding equilibrium constants. According to Shi et al.
23], the first way is the most probable because that there is the
ichest negative charge on the carbonyl oxygen atom, as shown
n Scheme 3(a). On the other hand, the isomer F1/F2 can be
tabilized by a resonance effect of electron to quickly form a
ore stable intermediary J (Scheme 4). The carbonyl carbon

n isomer J is thus activated and much more electrophilic than
hose in E and F.

In the second step, the activated carbonyl carbon is attacked
cheme 4. Resonance effect of electron between isomer F1/F2 and J.
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Eq. (31), respectively.

k4 = 1.075× 1013 exp

(
−88377.82

RT

)
(30)
cheme 5. Proposed reaction mechanism—step 2: formation of an active inter-
ediary.

e a nucleophilic agent. The most probable pathway is that the
xygen atom of hydroxyl in PAA molecule attacks the activated
arbonyl carbon followed by formation of an active intermediary
, as shown in Scheme 5.

In the last step, the unstable intermediary L quickly decom-
oses to AA and oxygen (see Scheme 6).

Another aspect should be noted is that HP also can play as a
ucleophilic agent and attack isomer J. However, the p–� con-
ugate system in acetyl group of PAA molecule can make the
ydroxyl oxygen atom attract more negative charge from hydro-
en atom by an induction effect. Therefore, PAA molecule is
ore nucleophilic than HP molecule, and Scheme 5 is the most

robable way.

.4.2. The rate-determining step
The spontaneous decomposition of PAA is an observed

econd-order reaction with respect to PAA concentration. In
rder to determine which step is the rate-determining one, we
mploy a pre-equilibrium postulation for the first step, which
eans that the protonation reactions can reach equilibrium very

uickly. Therefore, the experimentally determined concentra-
ion of PAA, CC, can be expressed as:

C = CE + CJ + CG + CI (25)

here CE is the concentration of PAA molecule; CJ, CG and
I are corresponding concentration of isomer J, G and I. They
lso can be related by corresponding equilibrium constant K2,
3 and K4, as follows: CJ = K2CE[H+], CG = K3CE[H+] and
I = K4CE[H+]. Therefore, CC and CE can be expressed as:

E = CC

1+ ( K2 + K3 + K4) [H+]
(26)

Since the most probable way of protonation is the first one,
amely K2K3, K4, Eq. (26) can be simplified as:

E ≈ CC
+ (27)
1+ K2[H ]

The second step is a reaction of two large molecules, so we
uppose it a rate-determining step. The third step is also very fast,
amely k5 k4. Therefore, the rate of consumption of PAA by

cheme 6. Proposed reaction mechanism—step 3: formation of final products.
Fig. 7. Relation of k4 and T.

pontaneous decomposition can be written as:

dCC

dt

∣∣∣∣
decompositon

≈ k4CECJ = k4K2[H+]C2
E

= k4K2[H+]

(1+ K2[H+])2 C2
C

= k3obsC
2
C (28)

The above differential equation is in accordance with our ini-
ial observed kinetic equation of spontaneous decomposition of
AA, which indicates that the presumed scheme is a feasible
eaction mechanism for PAA decomposition under an acid con-
ition. Eq. (28) also gives the relation between k3obs and [H+]
s:

3obs = k4K2[H+]

(1+ K2[H+])2 (29)

Both of them are functions of temperature. The experimen-
ally determined relation of k4 and T is shown in Fig. 7 and
xpression (30), and those of K and T are shown in Fig. 8 and
Fig. 8. Relation of K2 and T.
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Table 4
Comparison of the calculated equilibrium concentration (CCe (cal.)) of PAA by our model with corresponding experimental values (CCe (exp.)) from some references

Strength of HP used (%, w/w) Molar ratio of AA/HP CCe (exp.) (mol L−1) CCe (cal.) (mol L−1) δa (%)

27 4.05 1.82b 1.83 0.51
27 1.35 1.63b 1.76 7.99
50 1.01 1.63c 1.59 2.38
50 2.00 3.27c 3.56 8.66
50 4.00 2.64c 2.71 2.49
50 6.66 1.95c 1.95 0.11
50 10.00 1.42c 1.43 1.16
64.8 1.25 5.13d 4.81 −6.24
90 1.50 6.52d 6.27 −3.91

a The difference of calculated value and experimental value defined as: δ = [CCe (cal.)−CCe (exp.)]/CCe (exp.)× 100%.
b Data from Yang et al. [24].
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c Data from John and Weymouth [10].
d Data determined in our experiment at 303 K. The average density of liquid m

i are the weight fraction and density of species i, respectively.

2 = 2.528× 106 exp

(
−30151.55

RT

)
(31)

Therefore, we obtained an expression for k3obs as:

3obs = 2.72× 1019 exp(−118529.37/RT )[H+]

{1+ 2.528× 106 exp(−30151.55/RT )[H+]}2
(32)

Corresponding PAA and HP concentration during prepara-
ion can be estimated according to the following equations:

dCPAA

dt
= 6.83× 108 × exp

(
−57846.15

RT

)
[H+]CAACHP

−6.73× 108 × exp

(
−60407.78

RT

)
[H+]CPAACH2O

×
−2.72× 1019 exp

(
− 118529.37

RT

)
[H+]

{1+ 2.528× 106 exp
(
− 30151.55

RT

)
[H+]}2

C2
PAA

(33)

dCHP

dt
= 6.73× 108 × exp

(
−60407.78

RT

)
[H+]CPAACH2O

−6.83× 108 × exp

(
−57846.15

RT

)
[H+]CAACHP

(34)

.5. Application of the kinetic model

From Tables 2 and 3, it can be known that the ratio of
2obs/k3obs at 328 K was 17–217 when SA concentration was
n the range of 0.0626–0.3125 mol L−1. It shows that the spon-
aneous decomposition of PAA with presence of SA at a
emperature below 328 K becomes so insignificant that can be

egligible. On the other hand, there is always large amount of
ater in the system and the hydrolysis of PAA is the predominant

onsumption pathway for PAA. Therefore, at a low temperature
he system mainly consists of the reversible reaction as shown

d
t
P
o

e was calculated by the following expression: ρm = 1/
∑

i
xi/ρi, where xi and

n Eq. (9). The equilibrium constant for this reversible reaction
btained from Eqs. (23) and (24) was:

C = k1

k2
= 1.015× exp

(
2561.63

RT

)
(35)

Based on this expression, we can estimate the equilibrium
onstant and thus predict the equilibrium concentration of PAA
y the following expression:

CCe

= KCCA0 +KCCB0 + CD0

2(KC − 1)

−
√

(KCCA0 +KCCB0 + CD0)2 − 4KCCA0CB0(KC − 1)

2(KC − 1)
(36)

here CCe is the equilibrium concentration of PAA. We com-
ared the calculated values of CCe based on expression (35)
nd (36) with the experimental values from some references, as
hown in Table 4. It was found that our model could predict the
alues of PAA concentration with sufficient accuracy.

On the other hand, the standard Gibbs energy change of molar
eaction for the forward reaction, �rG

0
m, estimated according

o Eq. (35) was −2.56 kJ mol−1 approximately. The standard
olar formation Gibbs energy of PAA, �f G0

m|PAA, calculated
ased on Eq. (37) was−276 kJ mol−1 approximately. These data
an be used for some other related studies, since they are not
vailable from the handbook.

rG
0
m =

∑
�f G0

m|X (37)

. Conclusions

The kinetics for spontaneous decomposition of PAA in the
iquid phase under an acid condition in the temperature range
f 328–368 K was developed, with the kinetic constants being

etermined according to the experimental data. It was found
hat the chelant DTPA was not so effective for reduction of
AA decomposition in a strong acid solution as it in a neutral
r alkaline aqueous solution. The spontaneous decomposition
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f PAA under an acid condition was an observed second-order
eaction with respect to PAA concentration and the observed
ate constant was a relatively complicated function of temper-
ture and H+ concentration. Addition of SA could obviously
ecrease the spontaneous decomposition of PAA. The model
escribed that the spontaneous decomposition of PAA at a
emperature below 328 K was so insignificant that could be
egligible and hydrolysis became the predominant consump-
ion for PAA. It was proved that the rate-determining step
or the spontaneous decomposition of PAA was the reaction
etween PAA molecule and a proton-activated carbonyl inter-
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